This bibliography contains information on multicultural activities in the classroom. It is divided into three sections: a list of 97 book resources, a list of 59 journal articles, and a list of 17 ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) resources. The resources include general multicultural teaching guides and specific topical resources: holidays; American Indians; the Lebanese; Kwanzaa; Thailand; France; folk songs and festivals of Japan; pinatas; dragons; Singapore; Hanukkah; Hawaii; Cambodia; Spain; Egypt; games of the Orient; African crafts; Italy; Mexico; Shabbat; Sukkot; an Arab family; Korea; Swahili alphabet and counting; Portuguese folk tales; China; Soviet Union; Iraq; Saudi Arabia; Africa; Iceland; Yugoslavia; African, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Mexican, Russian, and Arabian counting; Aztec myths and legends; Israel; Puerto Rico; Iran; Iceland; Central America; Filipino immigrants; Ireland; Mexican Americans; the Danube world; Poland; ancient Greece; the South Pacific; India; Zimbabwe; Cuba; and Israelis, Italian, Spanish, Korean, Mexican, Australian, Thai, Native American, English, Carribean, Indian, Norwegian, Vietnamese, South American, Russian, vegetarian, Greek, French, Japanese, and Chinese cooking. Information is listed alphabetically by author and title within each section. Each entry contains a complete bibliographic citation and a short summary of the work. ERIC citations provide the ERIC document accession number. (MAS)
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INTRODUCTION

This bibliography contains information on multicultural activities in the classroom.

The bibliography is divided into three sections. The first is a list of book resources, the second shows a list of journal articles, and the third is a list of ERIC resources.

All the information is listed alphabetically by author or title within each section.
BOOK RESOURCES


Summary: This book offers background information that will help to explain tradition to children and to show how our arts and crafts have been developed and influenced by various ethnic groups.


Summary: This book is devoted to the success and pleasure in dramatizing folktales in the classroom as a refreshing dimension in the plan of social studies.


Summary: A collection of poems written from the point of view of a child with a black mother and a white father.


Summary: This book shows how anyone can adapt and make Indian crafts for themselves.


Summary: Popcorn, corn on the cob, cornbread--and corncob pipes! Tacos and tamales and tortillas! All these and many other good things come from an amazing plant that the Indians discovered and taught the white man how to grow.


Summary: An introduction to the cooking of Lebanon featuring such traditional recipes as Kabobs, hummus and tahini dip, chard and yogurt soup, and cracked wheat pilaf. Also includes information on the history, geography, customs, and people of this Middle Eastern country.


Summary: Includes activities and lesson plans for working with children and young adults in preparing for Kwanzaa.


Summary: A Good Apple activity book for grades 4-8.


Summary: The author has skillfully woven the colorful threads of Thai history, religion, and geography into a rich tapestry forming the country's art and crafts.


Summary: An introduction to the cooking of Israel including such traditional recipes as cheese blintzes, turkey schnitzel, felafel in pita, and poppyseed cake. Also includes information on the geography, customs, and people of the middle eastern country.

Summary: Text and pictures present life in Japan, particularly in its capital city of Tokyo.


Summary: This book presents a conceptual approach to multicultural education, as well as practical suggestions for achieving education that is multicultural throughout every facet of its structure and process.


Summary: Discusses France’s history and geography, languages, foods, folklore, holiday traditions, family and school life, sports, and games, in addition to examining that country’s contribution to American life.


Summary: This book is designed to introduce preservice and practicing educators to the major issues and concepts in multicultural education.


Summary: Words in Japanese (original characters and romanized) and English.


Summary: Designed primarily for students in grades 7-12.


Summary: Instructions for recreating North American Indian everyday and ceremonial crafts, musical instruments, and games, as well as recipes for Indian foods.

Summary: An overview of Indian music and dance which includes a discussion of their instruments, the structure of their music, and the uses of music in Indian life.


Summary: Coyote is featured in each of these Aztec interpretations of Aesop's fables.


Summary: Describes the background of the myths of the Indian cultures of the North American continent, some of which have the same themes as myths of other world cultures.


Summary: Discusses the mythology from Indians of various regions of South America, describing origins, comparing the similar tales, and presenting some of the myths themselves.


Summary: Introduces the land, people, and regional cooking of Italy and includes recipes for such dishes as Minestrone soup, spaghetti with meat sauce, and chicken cacciatore.


Summary: Discusses the physical appearance, size, habitat, diet, mating, habits, and enemies of western and eastern dragons and cures and charms concerning them.


Summary: The history of and how to use and make a pinata.

Summary: Discusses the history, geography, people, and culture of the island republic which is Asia’s smallest independent state, yet plays a major political and economic role in the East.


Summary: Japanese festivals, like those elsewhere, have their origins in historical events, in the religion of the people, and in the legends of the land.


Summary: Young readers will find out not only how and why Hanukkah is celebrated, but discover many new ways to observe the holiday.


Summary: An introduction to the Aloha State, including its history, resources, famous citizens, and places of interest.


Summary: Teaches young children about other cultures through a collection of thematic units. Covers such categories as the alphabet, celebrations, corn, families, homes, grandparents, names, schools, shoes, work and careers, and more.


Summary: Introduces the history, geography, people, culture, government, and economy of Cambodia.


Summary: Introduces the history, land, and food of Spain and includes recipes for such dishes as panella, arroz con pollo, gazpacho, and flan.

Summary: Introduces the cooking and food habits of Korea, including such recipes as bean sprout salad and Korean dumplings, and provides brief information on the geography and history of the country.


Summary: Presents versions of the Cinderella story which represent many cultures, geographical areas, and styles. Includes information about the tales, related activities, and resources.


Summary: This new updated edition gives you an effective way to help young adolescents develop a multicultural perspective.


Summary: Using the answers this book provides, practitioners can meld the multiple strengths of cultural diversity to create cultural pluralism for Total Quality Education schools.


Summary: Introduces fundamentals of Mexican cooking, including special ingredients and cooking utensils. Also provides recipes for suggested dishes.


Summary: Describes the geography, history, culture, industry, and people of the varied southern European country.


Summary: Discusses the history, physical characteristics, economy, and culture of the land which has been called the gift of the Nile.

Summary: This work is intended as a practical introduction to the study of the games of the world.


Summary: This book describes some of the contributions from the farms of West Africa, the tropical forest of the Congo, the southern grasslands, and eastern plains.


Summary: Indian craft varied greatly from tribe to tribe across the continent. This text tries to show one example of each craft, the one most interesting, most widely used, or the one that had the most aesthetic design.


Summary: Presents an integrated multicultural model of curriculum and instruction and links the idea of multicultural education to the concept of effective teaching.


Summary: This book presents a selection of readings that address multiculturalism and school restructuring as a reference for schools working to enrich their school-achievement.


Summary: Presents Italian history, traditions, social life and customs, education, and sports, with a chapter on Italians in the United States.


Summary: This book is designed to acquaint teachers and students with the language and customs of Mexico.

Summary: Besides describing the Sabbath evening meal, the author discusses the rituals that take place in the synagogue and during the rest of the holiday.


Summary: The author explains why the festival is celebrated in a fragile but richly decorated little house called a sukkah, as well as the other customs, history, and meanings connected to the holiday.


Summary: Details the life of one family giving fascinating insight into how specific families in a country live.


Summary: Describes the history, geography, customs, family life, school life, sports and games, and folklore of Korea. Also discusses the problems created by the split of the north and south into two nations, the communist Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the anticommunist Republic of Korea.


Summary: With a selection of twenty-four words, one for each letter of the Swahili alphabet, children get a simple lesson in the Swahili language while familiarizing themselves with some important aspects of traditional East African life.


Summary: Familiarizes children with some basic aspects of East African life, and teaches them to count from one to ten in Swahili.
Feinstein, Alan S. **Folk tales from Portugal.** South Brunswick, NJ: A S Barnes, 1972.

Summary: Eighteen folk tales from Portugal about good and evil, the wise and the foolish.


Summary: Step-by-step instructions for more than 100 craft projects drawn from twenty-three different ethnic traditions in the United States and using easily available materials.

Filstrup, Chris. **China, from emperors to communes.** Minneapolis, Minn: Dillon Press, Inc 1983.

Summary: Presents facts about Chinese history, art, traditions, social life, and recreation. Includes a chapter on Chinese Americans, a glossary, and a map of China.

Finney, Susan. **American Indians; Pueblo to potlatch, totems to tepees.** Carthage, IL: Good Apple, 1985.

Summary: Independent learning units for use with the gifted.


Summary: Dynasties are discussed, art and architecture analyzed, rebellions recalled, and inventions investigated. Grades 4-8.


Summary: This guide focuses on fifteen republics and their varied artistic, historical, economic, and geographic facets.

Flora, Sherrill B. **Multicultural mini-units.** Minneapolis, Minn: T S Denison, 1993.

Summary: Through experimental activities, children are able to develop an understanding of cultures that are different from their own. Thematic activities are drawn from the cultures of twenty countries.

**Summary:** Discusses the geography, history, people, and culture of this strategically located Middle Eastern country.


**Summary:** Describes the history, geography, culture, industry, and economy of the largest country on the Arabian Peninsula.


**Summary:** Describes traditional toys and how they are made in countries around the world. Each chapter includes illustrated instructions for making a variety of toys from each country.


**Summary:** Briefly describes Africa's regions: the Middle East countries, the Sahara, the equatorial rain forest, the west coast, east Africa, island countries off the southeast coast, and southern Africa.


**Summary:** Clear, step-by-step instructions help you create egg and bacon pie, creamy pumpkin soup, pavlova, anzac biscuits, lamingtons, and other tasty dishes.


**Summary:** This book presents the stories and songs of five tribes of the North American Indians, the Yuma, Mandan, Teton Sioux, Pawnee, and Papago.


**Summary:** Discusses the history and culture of Iceland and describes the arts and crafts, literature, customs, and everyday life of the people.

Summary: An introduction to the geography, history, government, culture, and people of the six diverse republics that make up the southern European country of Yugoslavia.


Summary: This is a collection of games that are played the world round and may be played by all age groups—children, youth, and adults.


Summary: An introduction to the cooking of Thailand including such recipes as lemon chicken soup, satay, and Thai egg rolls. Also includes information on the history, geography, customs, and people of Thailand.


Summary: Most of the material presented in this volume is the result of original, firsthand research and observation of the crafts and their makers at work.


Summary: Swahili numbers one through ten are used to describe such things as seven animals native to Africa and the nine lines of an African poem.


Summary: Presents the numbers one through ten in Chinese, using each number to introduce concepts about China and Chinese culture.


Summary: Presents the numbers one through ten in Japanese, using each number to introduce concepts about Japan and its culture.

Summary: Presents the numbers one to ten in Korean, using each number to introduce concepts about Korea and its culture.


Summary: Presents numbers one to ten in Spanish, using each number to introduce concepts about Mexico and its culture.


Summary: Presents the numbers one through ten in Russian, using each number to introduce concepts about the Soviet Union and Russian culture.


Summary: Uses Arabic numerals from one to ten to introduce concepts about Arab countries and Arab culture.


Summary: This fascinating story also has a gardening guide, a cookbook, and a long-overdue tribute to our Indian heritage.


Summary: This annotated bibliography of titles for children and young adults provides a one-stop selection tool for the best recent works of fiction, oral tradition, and poetry about African-American, Asian-American, Hispanic-American, and Native-American experiences and traditions from the profusion of titles being published today.


Summary: In this book, nature rites and ceremonies from ancient and modern times, from East and West, are described, compared, and interrelated.

Summary: Not only authentic recipes, but stories of the pow-wow and of chants and of ways of life among native groups from Alaska to the San Blas Islands, from New York to New Mexico.


Summary: The purpose of this book is to help teachers see the big picture of multicultural education and to provide them with the means to make it a truly integral part of teaching and learning in their classrooms.

Hill, Barbara W. **Cooking the English way.** Minneapolis, Minn: Lerner Publications, 1982.

Summary: The colored photographs of places and dishes are inviting, and the recipes included are varied and representative. Hearty fare for children as well as for their parents.


Summary: This concise, selective volume describes the American Indian origin, in the design and decoration of ceremonial, personal, and household items, and explains many of the techniques used.


Summary: Indian beadwork tells a story. The type of beadwork shows what tribe it came from and when it was produced. Color and design usually reveals the story of the Indian who once owned and wore the beaded item.


Summary: This book presents the games and crafts of native North American Indians.

Summary: A history of the musical instruments of the North American Indians, showing how they were made and used. Gives words and music for various types of songs.


Summary: American Indians used picture writing to depict their legends and dreams, personal triumphs in the hunt and on the battlefield, and family and tribal history.


Summary: For Indians of yesterday, sign language was a necessity; for American boys and girls of today sign language is fun and useful too. By practicing it and using it among friends, one can soon develop great skill in an ancient art that is still used by the American Indian.


Summary: An appetizing collection of ethnic recipes from 15 countries. Includes a comprehensive dictionary of terms, clear directions, and accessible ingredients.


Summary: Narratives from Aztec Indian lore.


Summary: Easy-to-follow text and hand-drawn diagrams show how to use actual techniques and designs developed and perfected by the Indians.

Summary: Some songs and poems they loved to sing or recite and some old tales which reflect their wit and humor, together with those which express human feelings and sentiments of Koreans, are included.


Summary: The purpose of this book is to bring into focus some of the important entertainment and games of the world in which children and adults participate and have fun.


Summary: Activities reflecting holidays all around the world for children of all ages.


Summary: A history of Israel and a description of its cities, its people, its customs, and its indomitable spirit.


Summary: This book deals with costume dolls in the fascinating dress of far-away lands.


Summary: Introduces eighteen toys from various countries, gives directions for constructing them, and discusses the materials needed.


Summary: Children K-3 share and relish their unique diversity through the activities presented.

Summary: Presents a variety of dishes that feature the spices as well as the fresh fruits and vegetables from the islands.


Summary: Brief stories about the boys and girls of the countries in the United Nations tell how their children live, with the emphasis on how they play.


Summary: This book outlines a complete resource unit of affirming cultural diversity; including a wide range of ideas for activities.


Summary: Introduces the geography, people, history, and culture of this island.


Summary: Suggestions in this book help you create things like those that Africans have made over the ages, from ancient to modern times.


Summary: Examines the contributions of African-Americans to American culture in such areas as music, food, literature, and celebrations. Includes profiles of significant individuals.


Summary: Presents writings by students in grades three to seven on topics of Hispanic culture, including dance, cooking, games, history, art, songs, and role models.

Summary: African-American, Asian-American, and Hispanic-American children describe their families' cultural traditions.


Summary: Shows you how to find designs for Egyptian pyramids, the famous Parthenon from ancient Greece, an Eskimo fishing village from the North Pole, the Kremlin, and dolls and figurines from Japan, Iran, India, even our own Wild West with cowboys, Indians and covered wagons, and much more.


Summary: A collection of more than 40 fairy tales from the folklore of Hungary, Russia, Poland, Iceland, Germany, France, England, and the American Indians.


Summary: Discusses the geography, history, cities, customs, and culture of this dry Middle Eastern country formerly called Persia.


Summary: Introduces the history, geography, cities, religions, and culture of modern Egypt.


Summary: Discusses the history, geography, wildlife, people, social life and customs, religion, economy, trade, transportation, agriculture, industry, and culture of the small island nation known as the land of fire and ice.

Summary: Offered in these pages is a window into the classrooms of teachers who provide activities that support multicultural and global education.


Summary: This book explores the origins of Mexican and Central American celebrations that have been passed down from generation to generation by inviting students to make pinatas and feather masks for Carnival or Pan-American Day fiesta! And, by encouraging them to make their own maracas and drums to keep time to the music.


Summary: An introduction to the cooking of India featuring such traditional recipes as lamb kebabs, yogurt chicken, pumpkin curry, and apple chutney. Also includes information on the geography, customs, and people of India.


Summary: An introduction to the history, geography, people, industries, and culture of the country whose entire civilization has been shaped by the Nile river and by its location at the crossroads of Europe, Asia, and Africa.


Summary: Activities and support materials that help children gain an understanding that the richness of American life is a result of the beauty and interest of the many groups which compose American society.


Summary: Introduces young children to the concepts of culture and cultural diversity.

Summary: Discusses Chinese immigrants to America, their reasons for coming, their lifestyles, and their contributions to their new country.


Summary: Discusses Filipino immigrants to America, their reasons for coming, their lifestyles, and their contributions to their new country.


Summary: Examines the religious, family-oriented, traditional society of modern Saudi Arabia, its transition from a poor to a rich nation, and its relationship with America.


Summary: Explores the geography, history, arts, religion, and everyday life of Thailand.


Summary: Children share the lifestyles, the foods, and the customs of each culture shared: Asian, Black American/African Heritage, Eskimo, Mexican, Native American, and Cowboy.


Summary: Contains facts and maps of Ireland, their social life and customs.


Summary: Presents a variety of games and other activities to promote awareness of different cultures around the world.

Summary: Includes bibliographies on children’s literature, young adult literature, pluralism in literature, ethnic groups in literature, and minorities in literature.


Summary: Introduces the history, geography, economy, government, culture, and people of the Arab nation whose history dates back more than 5000 years.


Summary: Teachers and librarians searching for materials on cultural authenticity will find a dynamic dialogue, bibliographies, and resource lists in this book. Books listed were created by African-American, American Indian, Asian-American, and Latino authors.


Summary: Includes bibliographies.


Summary: Education is to try to help children to grow so that they have the strength to follow a path where they can see the entire world and other humans as their responsibility.


Summary: Includes bibliographical references.


Summary: Includes bibliographical references and index.

Summary: An introduction to the cooking of Norway, featuring traditional recipes such as fruit sour, Christmas bread, and rice pudding. Also includes a typical menu for breakfast, lunch, and dinner and several dishes from other Scandinavian countries.


Summary: Discover the cooking and culture of East and West Africa with instructions on how to make such exotic dishes as egusi soup, fufu, peanut sauce, jollof rice, and baked plantain on the shell.


Summary: This pioneering work is the first to explore ways of helping schoolchildren understand the universality of mathematics. Three experienced teachers and researchers offer suggestions and guidance for a multicultural approach.


Summary: Contained in this book is a firsthand, on-site collection of art forms that still exist, and highlighted are beautiful African arts that should be more popularly known and shared with the world.


Summary: As girls and boys follow the simple, step-by-step directions, clear diagrams and patterns, they will experience some of America’s rich cultural heritage.


Summary: An introduction to the cooking of Vietnam featuring such recipes as spring rolls, sweet and sour soup, and Vietnamese fried rice. Also includes information about the land, history, and holidays of this south-east country.

Summary: Sixteen one-act plays based on the folklore, customs, and national characteristics of various countries including China, Greece, Holland, Spain, and Poland.


Summary: An excellent analysis of the ancient art of puppetry in China, splendidly illustrated, and cannot fail to appeal to all interested in puppetry.


Summary: Introduces the history, land, and food of the countries of South America, and includes recipes for such dishes as black bean casserole from Brazil, beef soup from Argentina, and almond meringue from Chile.


Summary: This book describes the efforts of an urban school system, working in partnership with three universities and community personnel, to create a different kind of school environment--a school environment in which people recognize, accept, and seek to develop the uniqueness of each individual.


Summary: Explores the lives of over fifteen individuals and groups of Mexican Americans and their special contributions to our society. For grades 4-8.


Summary: From its source in Germany's Black Forest, the romantic Danube runs through parts of Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and Romania to the borders of the Soviet Union, through regions justly celebrated for their cuisine.

Summary: Discusses the people, traditions, folkways, holidays, family life, food, schools, sports, recreation, and history of Poland.


Summary: An index to multicultural handicrafts, foods, games, and activities that will be used by educators at all levels to assist children and young adults to find the information they need to make something from the cultures of our world.


Summary: Introduces the cooking and food habits of the Soviet Union, including such recipes as borscht, chicken kiev, and beef stroganoff, and provides brief information on the geography and history of the country.


Summary: Gives the background on Indian dancing, the importance of chanting and drumming, the do's and don'ts for assembling authentic Indian costumes, and hints on how to stage a powwow.


Summary: Reveals the customs and ways of life of the ancient Greeks as preserved in surviving works of art.


Summary: Describes the arts of the people of the Pacific islands both in the past and today.

**Summary:** Briefly describes ancient Greek civilization and provides instructions for making models of items such as Greek columns, statues, stringed instruments, and catapults.


**Summary:** Crown to sandal instructions for making costumes of various countries and historical periods as well as miscellaneous costumes such as a computer, a totem pole, and a school bus.


**Summary:** Traces the history of sixteen major Jewish holidays and describes their celebration from ancient times to the present day. Also gives instructions for crafts and activities related to each holiday.


**Summary:** The scope of this book includes theoretical, research, and practical information related to the implementation of a multicultural perspective in early childhood and elementary school classrooms.


**Summary:** Brief biographies of twelve Afro-American poets with examples of their best-known works, from Jupiter Hammon of the eighteenth century to today's Arna Bontemps and Gwendolyn Brooks.


**Summary:** This book may help you to understand the Mexicans, and so to be better friends with them, by telling about the things they make, how they make them, and how their customs came to be.

Summary: Promotes awareness and understanding of the Christmas holiday as it is celebrated in Indo-Hispanic communities.


Summary: A book culturally-based on year-round activities with an emphasis on the Day of the Dead, Bilingual, Social Studies, Folklore, and Cooperative Learning Activities for K-Adult.


Summary: Discusses the people, history, myths and legends, worship and celebrations, family life and food, school life, and sports of one of the world’s most populous and diverse countries.


Summary: Includes bibliographical references and index.


Summary: This book contains detailed instructions, illustrated with numerous photographs for art projects from many cultures--African, Central and South American, Asian, European, and native North American.


Summary: Introduces Vietnam’s cultural background with games, folk tales, recipes, puppets, and crafts.


Summary: Presents 25 stories and rhymes from various cultures arranged for children ages two to seven.

Summary: Presents versions of the Cinderella story which represent many cultures and geographical locations.


Summary: This lively compendium of projects and activities brings the beauty and charm of India—crafts, costumes, jewelry, legends and folklore—within reach of school groups and curious youngsters.


Summary: This paper-folding art, as it is called in China, is done with only a single sheet of paper and your hands, without any pasting together of the use of scissors. It is the most interesting, inexpensive, and useful art for children and grownups.


Summary: Over forty books, representing cultures from West Africa to Ireland, and from Canada to Vietnam, are included here. Each chapter contains pre- and post-reading activities, and reproducible student activity sheets—all designed to promote respect for diverse cultures and ethnic groups.


Summary: Discusses the history and culture of India and describes the arts and crafts, literature, religion, customs, and everyday life of the people.


Summary: This book covers a wide range of subjects from Chinese gardens to Chinese dragons, from the making of Chinese paper and ink and the invention of Chinese printing to the various uses of bamboo and "paper magic".

Summary: These are the people whose country and whose personality have given the world many treasures.


Summary: Discusses the people, traditions, holidays, religions, schools, history, geography, and wildlife of Zimbabwe, once known as Rhodesia.


Summary: Features biographical sketches, language arts activities, geography, and history for grades 4-8.


Summary: A unique collection of ready-to-use enrichment worksheets to make the age of European exploration of the Americas exciting, alive, and relevant to your students. For grades 4-8.


Summary: A "theme guide" which includes a rationale, goal statements, activities by grade level, sample lesson plans, and resource lists.


Summary: You are invited to an international party to meet guests bearing gifts from all over the world: a shadow puppet from Java, trolls from Denmark, rut b'ngs from Thailand, woven baskets from Romany, metal sculpture from Indonesia, a sand painting from American Indians, perfume from France, and many more.

Summary: Includes background information and instructions for more than 100 craft projects from African, Native American, Eskimo, Asian, and Hispanic cultures.


Summary: Teaching strategies, over 400 classroom activities, and hundreds of sources of commercial and free materials for creating multicultural awareness.


Summary: This book is about the lesser-known Italy--its popolo, the masses, and their contribution to the life and color of their country.


Summary: This theme guide offers sample activities and resources available for teaching about diversity. Includes activities and processes for K-12 which can be utilized in a variety of disciplines.


Summary: Provides step-by-step instructions for people who want to use puppets with literature for children ages two to eight. Presents stories and songs from England, West Africa, Norway, and Sweden and includes puppetry and storytelling resources.


Summary: Discusses the geography, history, religion, economy, and people of Cuba.

Summary: A collection of meatless recipes from around the world, including Welsh rarebit from the United Kingdom, lentil soup from Spain, and curries from India.


Summary: This book identifies key and notable resources for children and adults and presents ideas for programs about seven cultural groups as aids for helping children gain an appreciation and understanding of their own and other cultures.


Summary: Olive oil, lemon juice, and cinnamon are just a few of the varied flavors used in these authentic recipes which include delicious appetizers, main dishes, and desserts.


Summary: Includes Little Finger of the Watermelon Patch, The Fairy Grotto, Master Frog, The Lampstand Princess, and others.


Summary: Of the two different kinds of cooking in France, the recipes in this book are of the “home cooking” variety, delicious and easy to fix.

Watts, Irene N. Just a minute: ten short plays and activities for your classroom. Markham, Ont: Prembroke, 1990.

Summary: Includes rehearsal strategies to accompany multicultural stories from around the world. These plays are based on folktales and legends from countries and regions, such as Canada, China, Eastern Europe, Germany, India, Japan, Russia, Scotland, Thailand, and the United Kingdom.

Summary: An introduction to the cooking of Japan featuring basic recipes for soups, appetizers, main dishes, side dishes, and desserts. Also describes some special ingredients used in Japanese dishes, how to set a Japanese table, and how to eat with chopsticks.


Summary: Includes nine mystery tales told by Pawnee, Blackfoot, and Cheyenne storytellers in the late nineteenth century.


Summary: Presents the thirty-four different strokes used to write all the Chinese characters.


Summary: Discusses the geography, history, people, economy, and customs of Vietnam.


Summary: A collection of twenty Chinese folk tales that were passed on by word of mouth for generations, as told by some oldtimers newly settled in the United States.


Summary: A retelling of seventeen Chinese American folktales from a variety of Chinese communities in the United States.


Summary: This cookbook introduces the culture and cuisine of China and has recipes for soups, main dishes, and desserts.

Summary: This report addresses various dimensions of one of the major policy issues in U.S. teacher education for the foreseeable future—the need to help all teachers acquire the attitudes, knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary to work effectively with a diverse student population.
JOURNAL ARTICLES


Abstract: Offers curriculum activities using the language arts, cooperative group learning, and history/social science to guide students through a study of the multicultural origins of Halloween.


Abstract: Describes the multifaced challenge of future and present teachers in a multicultural classroom. Equipped with specific strategies and activities, the author suggests that teachers can become more effective science educators. Provides numerous tips for the middle level science teacher.


Abstract: Kwanzaa, the African-American cultural holiday, can be a valuable resource for teachers to help students develop as partners in a democratic society. The origins and practices of the celebration are explored, and several resources are described to help teachers and librarians develop programs to observe Kwanzaa and its seven principles.


Abstract: Presents storytelling as a way to teach students about African societies. The article explains how to teach storytelling and how to branch out into other related educational activities. A tale from Ghana suitable for bulletin-board use and a student activity page on African proverbs are included.


Abstract: Guidelines for teaching about the relationship between African and American houses include an activity in which children unravel a trail of clues, moving from a West African house to a “shotgun” house in America. A student activity page on houses in Nigeria, Haiti, and New Orleans is included.

Abstract: Presents an annotated bibliography of children's books and recordings that can be used in an integrated multicultural curriculum. The books and recordings concern topics of family members, shelter and home, and daily life activities.

Boutte, Gloria S. and McCormic, Christine B. "Authentic multicultural activities: avoiding pseudomulticulturalism." Childhood Education 68:3 p140-44 Spr 1992

Abstract: Discusses six techniques that will help teachers evaluate their multicultural views and practices: building multicultural programs; showing appreciation for differences; avoiding stereotypes; acknowledging differences in children; discovering classroom diversity; and avoiding pseudomulticulturalism.

Boutte, Gloria S. and Peterson, Elizabeth A. "Beginning to create a multicultural classroom." Dimensions of Early Childhood 21:2 p11-12 Win 1993

Abstract: Suggests activities related to language, social studies, and music and movement that can help beginning teachers to experience the difference that authentic multiculturalism makes in the classroom.


Abstract: Describes the computer project for American Indian middle school students, "Four Directions Indian Beadwork Design", that uses familiar American Indian beadwork designs to help learn geometric and LOGO concepts. Discusses the instructional techniques used to teach the planning and constructing of LOGO designs made up of two or more isosceles right triangles.


Abstract: A Navajo blanket design was constructed on a bulletin board and on geoboards. Then a program was written in LOGO to construct the pattern. Both top-down and bottom-up techniques were used. Students were encouraged to make their programs more efficient by utilizing repeat and subprocedures.

Abstract: Suggests ways in which librarians can help teachers include multicultural activities in the classroom to recognize cultural diversity throughout the curriculum. Highlights include the use of photographs, current events, contributions to history, checking textbooks for cultural or gender bias, audiovisual materials, guest speakers from the community.


Abstract: Describes how artist Betye Saar collects technological debris that she manipulates to create her artwork. Compares her work with African art which has a long history of transforming materials from the environment into symbols and objects. Suggests activities for students to create art with debris from their environment.


Abstract: Intervention planning for limited-English-proficient students calls for an experiential approach which compares and contrasts the students’ home culture with mainstream United States culture. Methods are presented for incorporating student culture in intervention activities (building a multicultural calendar, studying folk tales) and for facilitating transition into the mainstream culture (role-playing, discussing culturally unique items).

Childcoat, George W. “Indian ledger art.” Social Education 54:1 p50-51 Jan 1990

Abstract: Offers an innovative way to teach mid-nineteenth century North American Indian history by having students create their own Indian Ledger art. Purposes of the project are: to understand the role played by American Indians, to reveal American Indian stereotypes, and to identify relationships between cultures and environments. Background and procedures are given.
Cocciolone, Kathy R. “Our international art exchange project.” *School Arts* 88:9 p9-11 May 1989

Abstract: Discusses an international art exchange project designed to teach fifth-grade students that the culture of a country is reflected in its art and that art is a universal language. Describes the contributions from Scotland, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Japan, and India. Points out ways to use materials in schools.


Abstract: Several practical strategies for teacher educators to use with preservice teachers in multicultural education courses are outlined. Incorporating the study of children’s literature in such courses is explored, with specific focus on African American children’s literature. Included are 12 references and a bibliography of resources for selecting multicultural children’s literature.

Derman-Sparks, Louise. “Revisiting multicultural education.” *Dimensions of Early Childhood* 21:2 p6-10 Win 1993

Abstract: Discusses children’s development of cultural identity and attitudes. Examines common multicultural curriculum approaches that deny diversity and treat multicultural activities as tours of other cultures. Suggests that these approaches inadequately prepare children to live knowledgeably and empathetically with diversity. Proposes an effective multicultural curriculum to help children live with diversity.


Abstract: Portrays the spiritual and natural content of Haitian art, illustrates a characteristic cut-metal sculpture, and lists highlights of Haitian art history. Suggests activities for elementary and secondary students designed to help them understand art forms that provide insights into the myths and mysteries of other cultures.
Elliott, David J. “Music as culture: toward a multicultural concept of arts education.” *Journal of Aesthetic Education* 24:1 p147-66 Spr 1990

Abstract: Uses E. D. Hirsch’s concepts of art, culture, and multiculturalism to rethink the philosophy and practice of arts education. Analyzes culture and multiculturalism and suggests that music education be conceived in multicultural terms. Disputing Hirsch’s cultural uniformity, maintains that music educators should preserve the integrity of music cultures of the U.S. macroculture.


Abstract: Discusses the use of multimedia technology in multicultural elementary and secondary school classrooms. Highlights include types of multimedia technology, including hypermedia, voice/sound digitizers, scanners, CD-ROMs, videodiscs, and other video equipment; lesson plans for teachers; ideas for student group projects; and sources for multimedia materials.


Abstract: Importing traditional, yet unknown, physical activities from different cultures is an exciting way to add creativity and imagination to the physical education curriculum. Explanations, accompanied by teaching hints, are given of several traditional Alaskan native games which have been successfully used with K-6 students in the Anchorage School District.


Abstract: Presents four examples of Afro-American art by Augusta Savage, Lenwood Morris, William H Johnson, and Romare Bearden. Describes their lives and artistic objectives. Suggests study questions and art activities.

Abstract: Presents crafts projects to accompany the discussion of African tribes and their ceremonial items. The article describes how to create a ceremonial mask, ceremonial shield, goodbye cloth, and necklace. Background information is included for each item.


Abstract: Presents guidelines for teaching students about African culture via dances and games and for developing related activities to expand student learning experiences. Student activity pages describe how to do the Ghana national dance and how to play Mankala, a popular African game.


Abstract: A group of 17 arts teachers used written observation, informal interviews, case study notes, photographs, drawings, and journals to illuminate multicultural issues in teaching and learning. A model for teaching effectiveness emerged, which identified teacher preparation and interaction behaviors that would enhance learning in a multicultural classroom.


Abstract: Describes Lucy Lewis’ ceramic work which is inspired by the ancient pottery of her Acoma Pueblo artistic heritage. Discusses concepts of tradition, artistic heritage, and change over time. Outlines related ceramic and discussion activities for K-12 students.


Abstract: During the 1920s, Walker Calhoun learned traditional songs and dances from his uncle, Will West Long, spiritual leader of the Big Cove Cherokees. Nine years ago, Calhoun began teaching them to his grandchildren and other young people. Calhoun has received numerous honors for his work to preserve Cherokee culture.

Abstract: Recommends ways of increasing social diversity at residential camps. Suggests incorporating multiethnic, multicultural purpose into camp statements. Staff training, and daily program. Describes multicultural activities for campers. Emphasizes value of role modeling and discussion of sensitive issues.

Katan, Elleda. "Beyond art history...and before...and beyond... and before...and beyond." Art Education 43:1 p60-69 Jan 1990

Abstract: Maintains that the study of art history should be learning about all forms of art work from every culture and relating it to the present. Describes how one art teacher uses puppetry to actively involve students in art history. Recommends that teachers look to the great teachers and their own teaching for such lessons.


Abstract: The institutional structure that supports the arts in the United States needs to be transformed so that it reflects both the internal cultural diversity and the global perspective appropriate for the 1990s. In developing a more comprehensive and equitable system, policymakers should be guided by social science research on the cultural needs and resources of different groups.

Kremers, Carolyn. "Through the eyes and ears of another culture: invention activities and a writer's workshop." Exercise Exchange 35:1 p3-11 Fall 1989

Abstract: Describes a series of activities designed to encourage students to tap their experiences with other cultures as a resource for their writing. Provides a sample "response sheet" to use with a writer's workshop exercise.

"Local theatre as learning tool." Journal of Reading 33:4 p304 Jan 1990

Abstract: Describes the Los Angeles Theatre Center's program, "Theatre as a Learning Tool", which brings students from diverse socioeconomic, cultural, and educational backgrounds to see fully staged theatrical productions. Notes that the program integrates the plays into daily lesson plans in reading, writing, critical thinking, and communication skills.
Lockledge, Ann. "Unity and diversity: holiday celebrations around the world." Social Studies and the Young Learner 6:2 p6-8 Nov-Dec 1993

Abstract: Maintains that all cultures celebrate holidays, but, in U.S. elementary schools, holidays generally are given superficial treatment. Suggests using holidays from other nations to begin studying the geography, history, and culture of those countries. Provides descriptions of seven teaching ideas based on this approach.


Abstract: The article presents suggestions for developing multicultural activities with special education groups including Black awareness activities, Hispanic awareness activities, Asian/Pacific Islander awareness activities, and American Indian awareness activities. A calendar identifying holidays and important dates celebrated by these groups is included.


Abstract: This bibliography (14 sources) of holiday-oriented titles provides resources for school, library, and home use that present engaging perspectives on cultural celebrations, informative content, and potential for interactive use. All incorporate diversity as an everyday way of life rather than a special occasion posture.

"More about Native American curriculum issues: from our readers." Young Children 48:2 P3, 77-80 Jan 1993

Abstract: Presents readers' responses to a series of articles in the September 1992 issue of "Young Children" pertaining to teaching children about Native Americans. Responses underscore points made in the articles or introduce additional considerations concerning issues that were not discussed.

Abstract: A Saturday enrichment program for gifted black children in Soweto townships (South Africa) is described, including development of basic numeracy and literacy skills for elementary students; work in English, mathematics, and science/biology for high school students; creative activities and excursions; interracial activities; and cross-cultural activities.

Naylor, David T. "Holidays, cultural diversity, and the public culture." *Social Studies and the Young Learner* 6:2 p4-5, 17 Nov-Dec 1993

Abstract: Asserts that celebration of holidays, long a significant aspect of elementary social studies, has been abandoned by many schools because of controversy. Argues that holidays serve important societal functions and are part of the public culture. Provides criteria for establishing school policies about holidays and their celebration.


Abstract: Presents an excerpt from a play that can be used to help students learn about Black history. This play focuses on an African-American town, Boley, Oklahoma, that outsmarted the most feared bank robbers of the 1930s. It emphasizes Black triumphs.


Abstract: Discusses the history of Cherokee stickball, a ball game dating back at least to the 1500s that was once used (as an alternative to war) for resolving grievances between tribes and townships. Describes traditional aspects of Cherokee stickball and notes the steady decline of the game and its traditional rules and ceremonies.

Abstract: Key definitions, assumptions, and research concerning learning styles related to culture are presented with six case study examples of cross-cultural conflicts in tertiary education settings. The optimal management teacher-student style disparities in the multicultural classroom is discussed.


Abstract: Describes an African maskmaking project completed by seventh grade that gave students insight into tribal cultures. Discusses materials and methods students used to make the masks along with a backdrop painting to complement their masks. Displays several examples of student art.

Porter, Priscilla H. “Rethinking the holidays. Teacher’s resources.” *Social Studies and the Young Learner* 6:2 p23-26 Nov-Dec 1993

Abstract: Maintains that holidays provide opportunities for teaching about history and cultural diversity. Presents a bibliographic essay of recommended resources for elementary teachers on this topic. Materials include reading resources, activity books, and audiovisual materials.


Abstract: Provides an overview of this special issue of Wilson Library Bulletin on library services to a growing racially and ethnically diverse population. Highlights include nationwide responses from professional associations and government agencies; reaching community libraries; making library activities accessible to underserved populations; and the library’s role as a center for lifelong learning.

Abstract: Presents a chart containing minibiographies of African Americans and highlighting the contributions they have made to society. The biographies are arranged under the headings science and medicine, pioneers, literature, public figures, the arts, and sports. Each biography is followed by questions and suggestions for additional research.

Ryan, Margaret W. "Nazca double spouts." School Arts 89:9 p22-23 May 1990

Abstract: Describes the origins of the Peruvian Nazca Indians double-spouted jugs. Provides a lesson plan so students can create their own double-spouted jugs.


Abstract: Argues for a cultural policy that emphasizes pluralism, dialogue, and cultural transformation. Suggests the arts provide a critical vehicle for promoting cultural equity. Uses the example of Hartford, Connecticut to demonstrate the difficulties that face minority arts institutions and minority artists.

Semrau, Penelope and Boyer, Barbara A. "Using interactive video to examine cultural issues in art." Computing Teacher 19:4 p24-26 Dec-Jan 1991-92

Abstract: Discussion of the use of interactive video to address issues of culture and gender in multicultural art classrooms focuses on an adaptation of "The Vincent Van Gogh Laserguide." at California State University, Los Angeles to teach students how to talk about and analyze works of art.

Sing, Sandie F. "We're neighbors, let's be friends!" Social Studies Review 32:1 p22-28 Fall 1992

Abstract: Asserts that the Pacific Rim nations of Asia are neighbors to California and that teachers should use that concept as an instructional device. Presents six teaching activities that are linked to the California History-Social Science Framework. Includes step-by-step instructions for implementation.

Abstract: Discusses methods of teaching world geography and culture through student involvement and describes lessons that teach students about Africa. One uses maps; one uses computer-assisted instruction; and one uses various resources to recreate an African school day. A sidebar by Janine Onffroy Shelley describes the use of telecommunications systems in her French classes.


Abstract: Presents a list of class activities for Black History Month to help students study African heritage. The activities listed, with appropriate grade levels, are storytelling, dances and games, crafts, posters, live-in history, movers and shapers, and a play. Each activity is explained in the pages that follow in this issue.


Abstract: A member of the Caldecott Award committee reviews recommended children’s books published in 1991. Annotations are provided for 13 historical novels for middle-graders and young adults and 47 picture books that focus on folklore and fairytales, human values, celebrations, and the environment. A bibliography is included.


Abstract: Presents an activity designed to assist students in examining and reflecting on their personal values. Argues that students need to know themselves to explore the values of others and to develop an open-minded perspective on the cultural values of others.


Abstract: Urges that an evaluative attitude be taken concerning curricular efforts to foster multicultural education. Suggests expanding the primary school curriculum, defining multicultural education, and multiplying the effects of a lesson by linking multicultural activities with concepts already being taught. Provides illustrative activities to integrate the concept of color with different languages.
Wardle, Francis. "Bunny ears and cupcakes for all--are parties developmentally appropriate?" Child Care Information Exchange v74 p39-41 Aug 1990

Abstract: Suggests ways for early childhood programs to analyze the degree to which their parties, festivals, and celebrations are consistent with early childhood theory and research, and with good practice. Provides suggestions for increased integration of multicultural activities into the overall curriculum.


Abstract: Proposes six position statements, supported by sociological and anthropological literature, in opposition to The Straight Line Melting Pot Theory. Seeks to assist art educators to recognize and respect not only the sociocultural diversity that may be present in the classroom, but also to design and implement culturally responsive art curricula.


Abstract: Presents American Indian cultural activities that encourage student awareness of nature and its beauty and the need for balance in our lives. Includes an explanation of the powers of the Medicine Wheel, a legend about the dream catcher, and instructions for seven related craft activities.


Abstract: Presents a collection of holiday-related winter activities for elementary students. November activities celebrate the Great American Smokeout, National Children's Book Week, National Geography Awareness Week, and Thanksgiving. December activities celebrate Hanukkah, Christmas, Kwanzaa, and the coming of snow. Hands-on activities include cooking, crafts, time capsules, bulletin board, and writing.


Abstract: Describes the Quipu, a mathematical device invented by the Incas of Peru that used the base-10 number system to store information. Suggests ways of incorporating material on the Quipu into the arithmetic class.
"A Multicultural early childhood resource guide (revised)." 48p 1987 (ED 280924)

Abstract: This revised guide provides a resource of ideas and activities to help introduce the young child to multicultural education. The guide offers ideas that explore such concepts as self-esteem, similarities and differences, and cultural pluralism.

Bennett, John P and Morris, Bernadette. "Let the good times roll = Laissez les bons rouler." 20p 1993 (ED 356223)

Abstract: This paper integrates learning about international culture through the avenue of dance, and focuses on learning about specific regions of France, and about French Canadians, and Louisiana Cajuns through dance selections.

"Bright beginnings: summer kindergarten." 106p 1988 (ED 303256)

Abstract: The three sections in this guide focus on the structuring of the first days of program implementation, creation of a learning environment, and enrichment of the curriculum.

"Broken squares." 15p 1975 (ED 364435)

Abstract: Cooperation is one of the central motivating forces in the economic and social organization of China. This unit utilizes a game called "Broken Squares" to initiate a discussion of the concepts of cooperation and competition as possible models for problem solving. Following the game the students then apply their experiences to the case of China. The unit is intended for use with elementary, secondary, or continuing education students.

"Chinese calligraphy." 17p 1975 (ED 364436)

Abstract: This unit is designed to introduce secondary or post-secondary students to the ancient art of Chinese calligraphy through step-by-step instructions on writing Chinese characters.

Abstract: Among the four sections in this guide is one that includes 11 activities and 9 worksheets to give students an opportunity to learn more about Cameroon through research, by working in teams, and by problem solving. Also included is a list of 38 additional resources on Cameroon and Africa and 13 African studies resource centers.

Dana, Nancy Fichtman.  "Developing an understanding of the multicultural classroom: experiences for the monocultural preservice teacher."  14p 1991 (ED 350275)

Abstract: This paper discusses a selection of appropriate literature and gives specific examples of children’s books and their use in the college course. Two categories of books, which are written by White or African American authors for White audiences to acquaint readers with the African American condition; and culturally conscious books, which are written by African American authors who portray the uniqueness of being African American from the author’s own perspective.

Gollnick, Donna M.  "Profile of the multicultural/bilingual education activities of professional and related education organizations."  90p 1978. (ED 221517)

Abstract: This profile has lists that include support for multicultural activities, expected focus of future multicultural education activities, specific ethnic or language groups for which activities are targeted, and expected focus of future multicultural education activities.


Abstract: Students submitted recipes and stories related to their ethnic background and discussed them in class. They were exposed to word processing techniques and composed artwork to accompany the recipes and stories.

Abstract: This guide provides information and suggestions for teachers planning an American Indian study unit or American Indian Day activities.


Abstract: This document contains 12 units of study and student activities that incorporate American Indian culture into various aspects of the elementary school curriculum.


Abstract: This guide presents 11 American Indian study units. Nine units are intended for intermediate or middle-school grades; two are suitable for prekindergarten through primary grades. The units contain information about various American Indian tribes, but focus on tribes of Montana. Many lessons include writing and language-arts activities and feature traditional stories or crafts.

Stapleton-Otway, Gemma. “Arts and humanities programs in rural America. Rural information center publication series, no. 8.” 30p 1991 (ED 361149)

Abstract: This directory contains resource materials and listings of organizations, funding resources, and databases pertaining to cultural programs in rural American communities. A 67-item bibliography includes books, journals, and newspaper articles covering arts and crafts, humanities, music, festivals, theater, historic preservation, economic development, and funding for arts and humanities.
Theel, Ronald K.  "Planning for multicultural education at the elementary and middle school levels."  14p  1990  (ED 330762)

Abstract:  The infusing of a curriculum with multicultural education is essential to equal educational outcomes. Some of the following recommendations made are: (1) to organize field trips that expose students to culturally diverse experiences; (2) use literature that represents multicultural perspectives and experiences; (3) organize assemblies around multicultural themes; (4) vary materials, activities, and experiences; and (5) use teaching strategies that reflect the learning styles of students from diverse cultures.

Walker, Amy B.  "Making the most of world wise schools: an activity guide for teachers."  87p  1993  (ED 369712)

Abstract:  Activities encourage students to examine their own culture as well as to identify similarities and differences that exist among cultures. Five fundamental geography themes of location, place, relationships with places, movement, and regions are the focus of the activities.


Abstract:  Multicultural activities have the following goals: (1) to remedy ethnocentrism in the traditional curriculum; (2) to build understanding among racial and ethnic groups, and appreciation of different cultures; (3) to defuse interracial tensions and conflicts; and (4) to make the curriculum relevant to the experiences, cultural traditions, and historical contributions of minority groups.

Zanger, Virginia Vogel and Others.  "Classroom activities for cross-cultural learning."  54p  1990  (ED 320423)

Abstract:  This guide contains a series of classroom activities designed to help students construct booklets about themselves and their cultural backgrounds, and include information about the different countries these students' families came from as well as students' reflections on what it is like to live in two cultures. Other activities provided in this guide include interviews/panel with foreign born students; gestures in Spanish and English; middle and high school cooking classes; and other multicultural activities.